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Bill Penn, editor: pennwma@aol.com
Historical Society Meeting Notes - November 15, 2012
Marilynn Bell, Secretary

Kenneth Simpson presented a Power Point program that he has been
filming of the construction of the new U. S. 27 by-pass. He began with
the new viaduct and has filmed every stage since then. His program featured the building of the bridges over Gray’s Run and the Licking River,
also the round-about on U.S. 27 South where traffic will enter the circle
and exit to roads leading to Paris, Georgetown, into Cynthiana or to the
by-pass. Kenneth will make a copy of his film to be kept in the museum
and loaned to interested organizations.During the business portion of the
meeting, members decided to print the newsletter at the museum beginning in January.The annual pot-luck with museum volunteers will be at
six o’clock on December 7th at the United Methodist Church. Our next
regular meeting will be January 18th .The program will be announced at
a later date.

Historical Society Program and
History Calendar
December 7- annual Xmas potluck - 6:30 pm First Methodist
Church, Cynthiana, joint meeting with Museum.

HELP!!! The Harrison County Historical
Society needs YOUR immediate assistance.
Officially the Harrison County Historical
Society has no President. This is a bad sign
and we must take action to fill the post. MY
term as acting President ended on 30 June. I
was hoping someone will be willing to step
forward and guide the organization through
the coming year. I do not want to see the organization die. We need someone to step up
and assume the reins and guide the Society.
Please come to the meetings and support the
Society. Thanks for your support.
JOIN THE HARRISON COUNTY
HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Dues are $12/year and includes this monthly
newsletter. Send check to HCHS, PO 411, Cynthiana, Ky. 41031. Meetings are the third Thursday every month at the Cynthiana-Harrison
County Public Library Annex (Charles W. Feix
Room) at 102 Pleasant Street behind Biancke’s
Restaurant, starting at 7 pm. The public is invited.

Robert H. Poindexter, Jr.

Robert Poindexter, 86, a longtime member of the
Historical Society and supporter of the Museum,
died on October 18, 2012. A tribute to Robert
will be in an upcoming newsletter.

(left) Interior view of the fanlight over the front doorway of
Ridgeway, the antebellum house on the former Handy Farm.
A similar fanlight was placed over the doorway between the
south parlors.
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Cynthiana-Harrison County Museum

Martha Barnes, President

www.harrisoncountyky.us/museum.

Cover of sheet music, “Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep,” published in 1866 by Wm. A. Pond &
Co., New York. The museum has many interesting prints and photographs. Collection of B. Penn.
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American History Myths:
Myths That Should by Now Be History
Adapted from an article in Colonial Williamsburg Journal Winter 2008 (except as noted) by Mary Miley
Theobald, Photos by Dave Doody. Reprinted from Colonial Williamsburg Journal found at http://www.history.org/foundation/journal/winter08/stuff.cfm

Every day, stories about people or objects are told in museums that are not true. Some are outright fabrications.
Others contain a kernel of truth that the years have embellished. Still others could be true, but lack the proof of
documentation. Because they are catchy, humorous, or shocking, the stories stick in our memories when information less sexy slips away.
Curators at the Daughters of the American Revolution Museum in Washington, DC, decided to tackle the
subject in a 2006 exhibit. “We sent letters to museums all over the country,” museum director Diane Dunkley says.
“We asked them to tell us the historical myths they could not stamp out, the ones their docents kept repeating, and
we did our best to debunk some of them, once and for all.

FIRE SCREENS WERE PUT BETWEEN A WOMAN AND THE FIREPLACE TO PREVENT THE
HEAT FROM MELTING HER WAX MAKEUP
Colonial American women wore little or no makeup. Europeans noticed and commented on that when they visited America
because, where they came from, makeup was common among
upper-class ladies. An examination of eighteenth-century recipes for skin care reveals a few concoctions, but these are more
skin treatment, intended to be applied and washed off.
At all events, studies of inventories—lists of household possessions made after a person’s death for legal purposes—show
few fire screens in American homes. An expensive accessory,
they often were decorated with needlework and placed near
the fire for use by men and women to shield them from direct
heat, but no one’s face was in danger of melting. Editor’s note:
I heard this myth told at a house museum in Danville a few
years ago.

BEDS WERE SHORTER IN THOSE DAYS BECAUSE PEOPLE WERE SHORTER
Eighteenth-century beds were made individually; there was no standard size. Some beds are shorter than today’s
and some are longer. Some people may have slept propped up on pillows, but beds were not made shorter because
of that. Guests are often surprised when the guide takes a measuring tape to a “short” bed and they find it is as long
as or longer than today’s standard seventy-five-inch double bed. In 1981, Colonial Williamsburg curators surveyed
antique beds in the exhibition buildings and found that those in the Peyton Randolph House, the Wythe House, the
Brush House, and the Governor’s Palace all equaled or exceeded six-foot-three, the standard today. Some are as
long as eighty inches, the length of today’s king or queen size. Curators think that the high bedposts, fabric hangings, canopy, and pillows make beds appear shorter than they are.
Heights varied in the eighteenth century, as they do today. But overall, eighteenth-century people were not dramatically shorter than the twenty-first’s. When Colonial Williamsburg historian Harold Gill compared the average
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heights of white male soldiers during the Revolutionary War in the 1770s with those serving in the United States Army
in the 1950s, the difference was about two-thirds of an inch. Similar studies show similar results: little or no difference.
The average height of American males does seem to have been significantly greater—up to two inches—than the average
height of European males of the same time, a result ascribed to better nutrition and healthier living conditions in the New
World than in the Old.

HOUSES DIDN’T HAVE CLOSETS IN COLONIAL DAYS BECAUSE PEOPLE WANTED TO AVOID PAYING THE CLOSET TAX
Inventories and floor plans of the period show that many houses had closets. Typically found on either side of a fireplace,
they were used for general storage. Clothing was usually kept in such furniture as a chest, a clothespress, or a chest of
drawers, not hung on hangers in a closet.
“When people today think of a closet, they are thinking of a clothes closet,” says Patrick Sheary, DAR curator of furnishings, “so when they come across a closet in the dining room, they call it a cupboard.” The myth regarding the closet
tax, he says, “probably results from a misunderstanding of how closets were used in the eighteenth century, and the fact
that they were not always located in every bedroom, as they are today.” Taxes varied colony to colony, but research has
turned up no examples of a tax on closets in any of the thirteen colonies that broke with Britain in 1776.
The myth of the second story tax is a variation on the closet tax story. The claim is that people in the eighteenth century
built story-and-a-half houses to avoid the tax on the second story. Historians are aware of no building taxes in, for example, Virginia, where during the colonial period story-and-a-half houses were common. The story-and-a-half house with
dormers was simply a popular style.

MEN POSED WITH ONE HAND INSIDE THE VEST TO SAVE MONEY BECAUSE PORTRAIT PAINTERS GAVE A DISCOUNT IF THEY DIDN’T HAVE TO GO TO THE EXTRA WORK OF PAINTING THE
FINGERS
This is a variation of the “arm and a leg” myth: that the expression about something costing an arm and a leg came about
because portrait painters charged more if they had to paint the subject’s arms or legs. There is no historical verification for
either tale. Standing with one hand tucked inside a vest or jacket was a popular, dignified pose for gentlemen of the era.
It is not likely that Napoleon, King George III, or George Washington was concerned about getting a discount from his
portrait painter.

SOME PIECES OF FURNITURE HAVE DOORS WITH THIRTEEN PANES OF GLASS TO REPRESENT
THE ORIGINAL THIRTEEN STATES
Objects were designed to represent the thirteen states, such as the
American flag and the dollar bill, but glass-paned doors are probably
not another example. Some furniture made in England and France
in the Chinese style had doors with thirteen glass panes, and they
weren’t celebrating America’s independence. The furniture design
book of Thomas Chippendale, published twenty-three years before
the American Revolution, shows case pieces with doors that have
thirteen panes of glass. It’s a nice story but unsupported by fact.
Editor’s note: Some years ago, while touring Locust Grove in Louisville, the tour guide pointed to a Chippendale secretary and said,
“I’m not supposed to tell you this, but did you know the thirteen
panes stood for the thirteen colonies?” Now I know why she received
those instructions.
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WHEN MEN SMOKED, THEY OFTEN SHARED THE SAME WHITE CLAY PIPE. FOR SANITARY REASONS, THEY WOULD BREAK OFF THE TIP OF THE LONG STEM BEFORE PASSING ON THE PIPE.
It makes sense to us today, with our knowledge of germs and communicable disease. But colonists didn’t know
about germs and could not more than suspect that sharing a pipe or cup was unsanitary. Yet this myth has survived for decades, probably because someone applied modern logic to understand why historical archaeologists
were unearthing thousands of bits of broken pipe stems. The long slender stems of white clay pipes are fragile, as
anyone who has handled a reproduction carelessly can attest. They had to be long so that the heat from burning
tobacco in the bowl of the pipe would not be conducted as far as the lips.

FROM THE ERA OF THE ANCIENT GREEKS TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, PINEAPPLES
HAVE BEEN A SYMBOL OF HOSPITALITY, WHICH IS WHY THEY WERE FREQUENTLY
SERVED TO GUESTS AT MEALS AND USED AS A DECORATIVE MOTIF
The myth of the pineapple as a symbol of hospitality is powerful. The
usual story goes that the pineapple was served to guests as an expression
of hospitality because it was so rare. Rare it was, and relatively expensive,
coming from the West Indian tropics to American colonial ports—the
pineapple would have been a treat on any colonial table. But there is no
evidence that anyone at the time thought of the fruit as a symbol of hospitality.
Early Spanish and Portuguese explorers were the first Europeans to
notice the fruit, called na-na by the natives. The Portuguese ananaz and
the Spanish ananas may derive from that word, but the English called the
fruit a “pine-apple,” a word heretofore interchangeable with “pine-cone,”
because it so resembled the pinecones they knew. The pinecone had strong
and ancient ties to Dionysus, the Greek god of wine—Bacchus to the
Romans—who carried a thyrsus, a staff entwined with grape vines and
topped by a pinecone. That association relates to the use of pine resin in
wine making. Since classical times, the pinecone has symbolized fertility
and regeneration and has been used as a decorative motif. It is the pinecone
that the colonists were using in their decorative arts, evoking the classical
symbolism that they, educated in the classics, would have understood well.
Amateur historian Melvin Fulks, who has spent decades gathering information about origins of pineapple/pinecone symbolism, says that the earliest
incidence of the pineapple-as-hospitality story he has found is in a 1935
book about Hawaii.
Editor’s note: Ironically, Colonial Williamsburg’s gift catalog still sells
pineapple-themed “hospitality” gifts.
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Colonial Williamsburg catalog.
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KITCHENS WERE SEPARATED FROM THE MAIN HOUSE IN EARLY AMERICAN HOUSES BECAUSE
OF FEAR OF FIRE. (http://historymyths.wordpress.com/category/architectural-features/page/2/)
As the story goes, kitchens burned down a lot and it was easier to rebuild your kitchen than your whole house. While fear
of fire may have influenced some people, if it were the main reason for building separate kitchens, how come only the
people living in southern colonies feared fire? Separate kitchens were not a common feature in northern colonies; they
were very common in the south.
Actual reasons have more to do with the heat and odors from the kitchen fire, which in the south would not have been
welcome most months of the year. Early on, many southern houses had basement kitchens. Hugh Jones, a mathematics
teacher at the College of William and Mary noted in 1724 in his book, The Present State of Virginia, that planters often
kept their “kitchen apart from the dwelling house, because of the smell of victuals, offensive in hot weather.” Another reason was the desire to segregate kitchen slaves from the family’s main living space. Cooks and other kitchen slaves often
lived above the kitchen and worked there all day. Editor’s note: Something else to consider - fireplaces were in almost all
the rooms and would have been burned throughout the winter, with no apparent fear of fires.

IN THE WINTER, ITINERANT PORTRAIT PAINTERS WOULD WORK AHEAD, PAINTING CANVASES
WITH BODIES AND BACKGROUNDS, BUT NO HEADS, SO THAT COME SUMMER THEY WOULD
HAVE ONLY TO FILL IN THE SUBJECT’S HEAD. (http://historymyths.wordpress.com/category/architectural-features/page/2/)
Such a good idea! Stay home during the winter months and paint a stock of canvases with bodies and backgrounds, then
ride out in the warmer months to find clients who could select a body and pay to have their head painted on it. A real
time saver for both artist and sitter, right? But there is no evidence for it. No artist or sitter mentioned in dairies or other
written records that this practice occurred. No unfinished, headless portrait painted by an early American folk artist has
been discovered in an attic or storage shed. (And the few unfinished portraits that do survive inevitably include heads.) No
physical evidence, like overlapping paint layers at the neck or head, has been detected on existing portraits. Nonetheless,
museum guides say that someone in the group inevitably asks about this whenever folk art portraits come into view.
It makes sense to us today, and it seems to explain the similarities in the clothing and backgrounds of some American
folk art portraits. However, in portrait painting, artists typically start with the most important feature—the head—and
work the rest around that. Because there are many examples of portraits that are highly similar in body and background,
the myth spread. Scholars such as E. C. Pennington ((Lessons in Likeness, (U. Press of Kentucky, 2011) and museums like
the American Folk Art Museum, Cooperstown, the Columbus Museum, and Colonial Williamsburg point out the lack of
evidence for this practice.

EARLY AMERICAN PANELED DOORS HAD BIBLE AND CROSS SYMBOLISM (see cover)
(http://historymyths.wordpress.com/category/architectural-features/page/2/)
According to this myth, the bottom two panels of a six-panel wooden door were
designed to represent an open Bible, and the middle stile and rail were meant to
form a cross. This story is trotted out to show how pious our ancestors were. Or
how laughably superstitious they were to think this would ward off witches.
It is based on the erroneous belief that all early Americans were very religious and highly superstitious. The truth is, some were and some weren’t. But no
one at the time thought of his door as Christian symbolism. The six-panel design
is just one of many wooden door styles that was popular back then and still is
today.

Editor’s note: A few years ago, during a tour of Hopemont, the HuntMorgan House in Lexington, the guide told me that the front door panels
purposely formed a cross and Bible.
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Harrison County, Kentucky, History Publications

Cynthiana-Harrison County Museum, 124 South Walnut Street, P.O. Box 411, Cynthiana, KY 41031
(859-234-7179)
- Boyd, Lucinda, Chronicles of Cynthiana. This is a reprint of the rare 1894 edition, which includes family
histories, the famous account of David Sheely and his ghost, and other historical sketches and scattered accounts of persons and events connected with Cynthiana and Harrison County. 262 pp. Hardbound. $20.00.
- June 1896 Cynthiana Democratt reprint. OUT OF PRINT
- Cynthiana Since 1790. Virgil Peddicord (1986). Mr. Peddicord attempted to list the owners/businesses located on each lot from the founding of the city through the mid-1980s, including subdivisions added through
1923. 171 pp. (Be sure and order separate index below). Paperback. $20.00
- IIndex - Cynthiana Since 1790 (William A. Penn). Mr. Peddicord did not prepare a comprehensive index for
his book. This supplemental index contains about 3,500 names and a reference city street map. 30 pp. Paperback. $3.00
-- This Old House by Katherine Wilson. Now back in print, this book tells the stories of twenty-six early
Harrison Co. houses and the families who have occupied them. 70 pp., new index, paperback. $17.00.
(An index is available for earlier editions, which had no index).
- Cromwell’s Comments, by John M. Cromwell (1862-1951) is a reprint of Cromwell’s 1928-1941 Cynthiana
Democrat columns on the history of Cynthiana (Harrison Co., KY). William A. Penn and George D. Slade,
editors. Paperback; preface; 2 maps; 21 photos; 4 illus.; annotated; index; 200 pp. (Cynthiana Democrat,
2002), $10 plus $3 shipping.
Shipping/handling for above books: Please include a handling and shipping fee of $4.00 for ﬁrst book (unless
otherwise noted above), $2.50 for each additional book; you will be notiﬁed if special shipping fees apply. No
shipping fee on Index - Cynthiana Since 1790, if ordered with the book. Make checks/money orders payable to
“Cynthiana-Harrison County Museum.” No credit cards. Prices/fees subject to change.
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